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Sizzle, salsa, and samba! That seemed to be the theme on Latin night at Dancing With the Stars, where I
was backstage to talk with all the celebs post-show. I had them all take photos representative of their
mood post-dance (and scores), and I gotta say, I think some of these faces should wind up in the pages
of Glamour soon, don't you think? ;)
INGO & KYM
Although Kym and Ingo beat Sean and Peta in the dance-off (hence the elated pose), Kym couldn't make
sense of Carrie Ann Inaba's comments saying that Ingo "lacked connection because he was thinking too
much" in his dance. "Yeah, that made no sense to me," Kym admitted. "I think this was a good week for
us." If the couple is safe tonight, then next week should be a doozy because it's the fox-trot, Kym's
favorite.
JACOBY & KARINA
For the record, I really don't know what's going on in this picture, except Karina kept wanting to jump on
Jacoby's back, but he wasn't going for it. Either way, the couple had to have been happy with all nines.
After all, Carrie Ann said Jacoby "could fart the salsa!" Um, what? "When she first said it, I was like, 'Did
she just say that?'" Karina told me. "Can I just say it’s not as easy as farting. It took blood, sweat, and
tears to get that salsa to where it got tonight!"
ALY & MARK
Aly was obviously conflicted backstage. For one, poor Mark was in so much pain that he was unable to
walk the press line. On the other hand, they got two 10s and one nine. That's plenty to celebrate!
Meanwhile, there was a lot of talk backstage that it wasn’t fair that Aly and Mark picked Sharna and Andy
for the dance-off because one would assume they picked them to ensure they’d easily dance away with
the three bonus points. According to Aly backstage, that simply wasn’t the case. “Andy and Sharna
wanted to do the cha-cha, so that’s why we picked them. We all thought of it together, and Ingo and Sean
wanted to do rumba because they did that tonight, and Jacoby and Zenda did [the jive]. I didn’t want
people to think we went with Andy [just because we would have the best chance of winning the danceoff].
Andy later confirmed what Aly told me and said, “We wanted to pick the cha-cha. When Aly picked us
first, she knew that gave us the opportunity to pick our dance. She did us a favor.” Another reason I love
that girl.
SEAN & PETA
Poor Sean and Peta were not feeling it backstage even though they got all eights on their rumba. It was
the dance-off with Ingo and Kym that left them feeling defeated (and with the second-lowest scores of the
night).
But when I pointed out that Sean will still have one hell of a wedding dance with Catherine, he said, “Well,
maybe. I’m not inviting Len to the wedding because knowing him, he’ll disapprove of it.” Oh, Sean, it’s just
a show, remember? Plus, the guy did give you an eight

ANDY & SHARNA
But Sean wasn’t the only one with animosity against the judges. When the press room gasped when
Carrie Ann gave Andy and Sharna a five, Andy admitted he was just as shocked as we were. “So were
we. We thought she was our friend.”
Still, Andy and Sharna couldn’t keep their pouty faces for long. This is a couple who truly love and
appreciate every moment on the show.
ZENDAYA & VAL
Mr. Intensity finally let his guard down post-show to reveal, what?! Only that he’s been in a lot of pain.
This guy could be a football player the way he plows through everything and masks it. So I had to ask
Zendaya the following:
GLAMOUR: Have you guys been able to joke around and at least have a few lighter moments?
ZENDAYA: In rehearsals I get the intense Val, but there are time I can pull out that inner 16-year-old.
He’s really cool.
VAL: I’m hilarious. One of the funniest people you’ll ever meet in your life.
GLAMOUR: Well, then let’s all go to Six Flags or Disneyland when this whole thing is over, and we
can bring that 16-year-old out of him!
VAL: I’m in! I’m a funny dude.
KELLIE & DEREK
Tom Bergeron told them they were safe, but they didn’t quite understand it. But then they did! And partied
like rock stars. And then Aly joined in on the fun too!
Meanwhile, over the weekend, Jake Whetter, a DWTS Pre-Show field correspondent, and I went to the
rehearsal studios and participated in Spray Tan Sunday!
Here's our fresh-faced before photo; Peta getting to spray us; And here’s our after, which really should be
called the half-way photo because I am about 10 shades darker as I write this. And it’s AWESOME.
Special thanks to Julie Nostrand from South Seas for the incredible tan.

Wait til you see the hilarious video of how this all went down! Tune in to the ABC Pre-Show next Monday
night on abc.com prior to the live show to see Jake and I strip down (yikes!).

